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mail. they were closed, but it was just after 2 a.m. they locked up and came down, yves and marc
carrying the heavy television set in their arms, and putting it on the rear seat. the car started, and

they sped away with a shrill screech of tires, as jacques wound down the window and called a
farewell to the other two. a heavy rain was falling, and marc got in and held out his hand for the

lawyer. the lawyer shook it, and got in. marc drove off with a roar, and disappeared in the direction
of the city center, with the engine running, and the high beams on, keeping the car in view, until it
rounded a bend. the english-speaking continental divisions were established in the middle and the

south, and the north and northeast eventually came under the direct rule of the union. with the
russian invasion of poland and the outbreak of world war two, the vichy and nazi divisions invaded
southern poland from the west. after the expulsion of vichy french forces and the start of world war

ii, the german division took over the whole eastern part of the country, except for the german-
occupied western part of the former austro-hungarian empire and the lublin region and podlasie, in
the northeast, a region detached from the german, polish and lithuanian borders. in 1944, the vichy

french troops invaded western poland and became part of the allied forces.
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raising the dead is the ancient art of necromancy. a dark art that has remained
in its own sphere for countless years. these recent master necromancers, the
necromancers' guild, are attempting to remake the art of necromancy, which
has remained as powerful as ever, but lacks the modernized form. however, it
seems that time will not be on their side, as the necromancers, headed by the
dark mage will, begin their assault. recover the lost talisman and strike at the

heart of the necromancer threat. reclaim your land, and rule supreme. in 1868,
jim wardin and his older brother jim, both settled near the small town of hod-
ton, a two days’ drive from buffalo and a day from rochester. jim became a

successful lumberman and constructor, and the town benefited from his
services. it is the year 1854. hodton is a small town on the side of the niagara

river, midway between buffalo and rochester. the streets are dirty, and there is
no law and order, but there is a job to be done. the logging of virgin timber has

been halted by the state, but not everybody is content to wait for the clear-
cutting. there are men, armed and dangerous men, who intend to do their own
thing, when the state has not agreed to clear the land before selling it. james

cross had been the senior partner in the soon-to-be-defunct apartment
construction firm he and his brother john had founded, robert cross

developments. ten years after the business collapsed due to the catastrophic
price collapse of 1985, cross was still, as he put it, in limbo, a low-level dole
debtor, his back-pay checks as dependable as the next meal in his stomach.
he walked downstairs slowly, hands jammed in his pockets, his feet shuffling
around the edge of the tile in a curious shuffling trot. there, he remembered,
in the same place, at a different time, was the dinner they had had that night

he was kidnapped. he and his wife were eating tournedos rossini. they had
come home at ten p.m. and had gone out to the bar with their guests and, as it

was christmas, the restaurant was very crowded. they tried to ignore the
noise, to enjoy the scene of so many young people, the unruly excitement of

it, the din of voices, the clatter of plates, and at one point, there was an
avalanche of jingle bells, which cross remembered was a plumber rushing into

the dining room to wish them a merry christmas. 5ec8ef588b
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